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Froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board comminution fines was investigated in this work,
via reverse flotation under a scheme described as natural hydrophobic response. With no reagents, the
scheme employed variation of kinetic parameters of airflow rate and impeller speed to optimize metallic
enrichment of the sink. The impeller energy and aeration rate required to keep the pulp in suspension and
avoid excessive turbulence were found to be much lower compared with conventional mineral flotation.
The natural hydrophobic response was found to exist, and stable froth was observed even without the use
of any frother. It was submitted that the dynamic froth stability observed is due to fine particle stabiliza-
tion. Mass pulls obtained were high and cumulative mass pull under the varying kinetic regimes were
found to fit very well to the general first order kinetics. The extents of fit, the sink enrichment and the
recovery in respect of metallic values were assessed to evaluate the beneficiation performance. Many
of the metallic elements were found to concentrate into the sink, while some prefer the froth phase. Nota-
bly, gold and palladium were among the best recovered to the sink; with about 64% recovery at enrich-
ment ratio of 3.1 (676 ppm actual assay) for Au. The flotation scheme proved effective for PCB
comminution fines, and performance improvement also looks very feasible.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

End-of-life printed circuit board (eol PCB) assays far above
many base and precious metals natural deposits (Table 1), and is
therefore recognized as a respectable poly-metallic secondary re-
source. Sustainability in material use in the face of depleting natu-
ral reserves is another driver in this regard. Physical (or
mechanical) processing is recognized as the most environmentally
friendly alternative for resource recovery from eol PCBs (Goosey
and Kellner, 2002). A major challenge to the physical processing
alternative is the poor recovery of the base and precious metal val-
ues deported to the �75 lm fine fraction generated during the
comminution operation (Goosey and Kellner, 2002; Zhao et al.,
2004; Ogunniyi and Vermaak, 2007). Assessing this as an applied
minerals processing problem, froth flotation has been advanced
as a promising beneficiation technique for this fine fraction (Ogun-
niyi and Vermaak, in press). However, PCB comminution fines (CF)
differs from conventional minerals, being much more heteroge-
neous in make up, with a complete range of plastic, ceramic, metal-
lic and alloy particles expected in its constituents. A compilation of
representative PCB compositions as in Table 1 gives an indication
of the variety of particles that can be expected in the fines. Glass
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fiber and plastic thermosets, being brittle, report substantially to
this fine fraction. With about 10–15 different base and precious
metals as possible target values, this sample will result in a rela-
tively complex flotation system.

A probable starting scheme advanced for this application was
described as natural hydrophobic response (Ogunniyi and Ver-
maak, in press). The fine particles being so diverse, some are ex-
pected to exhibit natural hydrophobicity (e.g. particles from
comminution of plastic components). Such particles are expected
to float under their natural hydrophobicity, thus making it possible
to achieve an initial bulk metallic enrichment of the sink before
attempting any surface conditioning for further selective floats.
This implies a reverse flotation in respect of the metallic values.
Exploiting natural hydrophobicity, as well as reverse flotation is
quite common in coal and iron ore flotation, respectively (Arnold
and Aplan, 1989; Araujo et al., 2005), while some application of flo-
tation has also been reported in waste processing (Saitoh et al.,
1976; Shent et al., 1999; Dodbiba et al., 2002; Alter, 2005).

However, with this unconventional sample, the usual range of
kinetic operating parameters in conventional minerals flotation
may not be invoked. Moreover, with no reagent collector to con-
trol, appropriate hydrodynamics condition will be critical to the
flotation performance of the proposed scheme. Seeking appropri-
ate kinetics to achieve efficient particle–bubble collision for hydro-
phobic attachment can be faced with the challenge of selectivity
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board
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Table 1
Representative material compositions of PCBs in weight percent.

Materials %a %b %c,d %e %f %g %h

Metals (max. 40%)a Cu 20 26.8 10 15.6 22 17.85 23.47
Al 2 4.7 7 – – 4.78 1.33
Pb 2 – 1.2 1.35 1.55 4.19 0.99
Zn 1 1.5 1.6 0.16 – 2.17 1.51
Ni 2 0.47 0.85 0.28 0.32 1.63 2.35
Fe 8 5.3 – 1.4 3.6 2.0 1.22
Sn 4 1.0 – 3.24 2.6 5.28 1.54
Sb 0.4 0.06 – – – – –
Au/ppm 1000 80 280 420 350 350 570
Pt/ppm – – – – – 4.6 30
Ag/ppm 2000 3300 110 1240 – 1300 3301
Pd/ppm 50 – – 10 – 250 294

Ceramic (max. 30%)a SiO2 15 15 – 41.86 30 – –
Al2O3 6 – – 6.97 –
Alkaline and alkaline earth oxides 6 – – CaO 9.95 MgO 0.48 –
Titanates, mica, etc. 3 – – – – – ––

Plastics (max. 30%)a Polyethylene 9.9 – – – 16
Polypropylene 4.8
Polyesters 4.8
Epoxies 4.8
Polyvinyl-chloride 2.4
Polytetra-flouroethane 2.4
Nylon 0.9

a Shuey et al., 2006 from Sum, 1991.
b Zhao et al., 2004.
c Zhang and Forssberg, 1997.
d Kim et al., 2004.
e Incinerated PCB Product.
f Iji and Yokoyama, 1997.
g Kogan, 2006.
h ICP–OES analysis of cell phone PCBs with hot aqua regia digestion.
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compromise due to entrainment, which can also be promoted by
kinetics (such as by carry over with water for fine particles, particle
morphology enhanced drag, and upward mass transfer under tur-
bulence). Grade versus recovery analysis of target constituent un-
der the varying kinetics will therefore be a good indicator for
assessing a favorable regime. This translates to optimizing metallic
enrichment with recovery to the sink under varying kinetic re-
gimes. List of factors contributing to kinetics of particle removal
by bubbles in a flotation cell include gas flow rate, bubble diame-
ter, cell volume, turbulence dissipation energy, fluid and particle
densities, kinematic viscosity, efficiency of collection (which con-
sist of efficiency of collision, attachment, and stability subprocess-
es), and of course quantity of the particles to be removed that are
present at a time (Pyke et al., 2003). Though many, they are not all
mutually exclusive variables, so that not all these need to be varied
to observe the projected response. This paper reports the first
phase of investigations into the prospects.

2. Methodology

2.1. Sample generation

Large assortment of populated eol PCBs, about 250 kg in all,
from PCs, cell phones and switchboards were obtained. The PC
boards mostly spanned 1989–2002, PI-PIV, Cyrix, Intel Celeron,
IBM, Octek, Sockets 3, 7, 8. Most of the boards are multilayer (with
maximum of 4-layers), with few older single sided types. All bat-
teries and electrolytic capacitors bigger than one centimeter in
diameter and height were manually removed. The boards were
cut with a bench guillotine into roughly 4 � 6 cm fragments appro-
priate for the choke of the swing hammer mill used (Eriez magnet-
ics MACSA Pedestal Type Model 300). The size reduction was
stage wise, starting from 20 mm closed fine crushing. Product from
this stage was screen classified, and the �13,200 + 1180 lm frac-
Please cite this article in press as: Ogunniyi, I.O., Vermaak, M.K.G., Inve
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tion was removed from the stream being more of liberated metallic
and plastic pieces amenable to eddy current separation, gravity air
classifier, magnetic separation, etc. The +13,200 lm fraction con-
taining almost bare PCBs fragments go through closed comminu-
tion again at 8, 5, and 2 mm screens to liberate copper traces,
solders still locked in the board vias, pin insertions, board fibers,
resins, etc. The �1180 lm fraction from the first stage was mixed
with the final product from the 2 mm grinding stage.

The �75 lm fraction was screened from the final �2 mm frac-
tion. This material gave about 65% passing �38 lm, and a loose
packing density of 0.54 g/cm3. Degree of liberation by point count-
ing on scanning electron microscope (backscattered electron)
images of polished sections of the sample gave 99.45%. This is as
good as complete liberation in conventional minerals processing,
but can be significant with this sample where concentrations of
target constituents range from ppm to percentages. The SEM
images also show very diverse particle morphology. Detailed
chemical composition and liberation characterization of the fines
sample and issues peculiar to its flotation investigation are pre-
sented elsewhere (Ogunniyi et al., submitted for publication). Total
sample obtained were split in to subsamples of about 5 kg and
500 g. The sample was assayed via inductively coupled plasma–
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP–OES), and the assays were
averaged with reconstituted assays from all the float fractions (Sec-
tion 2.3).

2.2. Flotation investigation

A 3.5 l Leeds cell (supplied by University of Cape Town) was
used for experimental reproducibility. The kinetic parameters of
interest were narrowed to air flow rate, impeller speed and pulp
density. The interaction of these factors also varies other factors
such as bubble sizes, pulp viscosity, and turbulent dissipation en-
ergy. Using distilled water, pulps containing 300 and 600 g sample
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board



Table 2
Designations of experimental conditions.

Designation Solid concentration, v/v% Aeration, ml/min Agitation speed, rpm

E11A 32 500 300
E21A 16 500 300
E21B 16 500 400
E21C 16 500 500
E22A 16 1000 300
E22B 16 1000 400
E22C 16 1000 500

Fig. 1. PCB CF froth in the flotation cell under natural hydrophobic response.
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were prepared per batch of flotation. This gives a pulp density of
about 9 and 18 wt.% corresponding to 16% and 32% solid concen-
tration, respectively. As projected, no collector was used. It also
turned out that no frother was needed (see section 3.1). Air flow
rates were varied over 500 and 1000 ml/min, and agitations over
300, 400 and 500 rpm impeller speeds for the 300 g pulp. Only
one condition was experimented for the 600 g pulp due to experi-
mental observations (see section 3.2). Designations of the combi-
nations of experimental conditions are summarized in Table 2.
Compared with natural mineral investigations with values such
as 1200 rpm impeller speed and 1.8–5.4 l/min and higher aeration
(Forrest et al., 2001; Lins and Adamian, 1993; Miller et al., 2006),
the low regimes chosen for these parameters is based on initial
microflotation and the Leeds cell exploratory trials. Above the
range of 500 rpm agitation and 1000 ml/min aeration, the turbu-
lence reached the pulp surface. Each experimental condition was
run in duplicate and mass pulls at 1, 4, 10, 18, and 30 min were col-
lected. The natural pulp pH was measured in 12 pulps, for record.
The resulting float and sink fractions were oven dried, and
weighed. All the mass pulls were confirmed to repeat within 5–
10%.

2.3. Analysis

The concentrate mass percent (fraction of the feed remaining in
the sink) was calculated as an inverse indication of the ratio of con-
centration for the reverse flotation. For a first check of the confor-
mity of the response to flotation behavior, the cumulative mass
fraction recovered to float for all conditions was fitted to the clas-
sical first order kinetics model in the form (Kelly and Spottiswood,
1989; Polat and Chander, 2000):

ln Rm=ðRm� RÞ ¼ kt ð1Þ

where Rm is the maximum cumulative recovery, k is the rate con-
stant, and R is recovery at time, t. Samples of the fractions were di-
gested in hot aqua regia among other possible digestion routes
(following recommendation in Ogunniyi et al., submitted for publi-
cation), and undigested residue filtered and weighed. A quick
assessment of the enrichment of metallic values into the sink was
first done using the fractions of each sink sample digested as an
indication of total metallic assay. Indication of recoveries was also
computed based on this. Assays of selected elements were analyzed
from the leach solutions with ICP–OES, for a better indication of the
deportments in respect of the elements, specifically Ag, Al, Au, Ca,
Cu, Fe, Mg, Ni, Pb, Pd, Pt, Si, Sn, Ti, and Zn. Elemental assays, enrich-
ment ratios (ratio of concentrate to feed assay) and recoveries, over
time into sink were computed from these data.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Natural hydrophobic response

Without addition of any reagent, the pulp pH averaged 8.00
(dr = 1.6%). For all the kinetic conditions investigated, and without
Please cite this article in press as: Ogunniyi, I.O., Vermaak, M.K.G., Inve
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any frother addition, stable froths formed in the cell (Fig. 1). This
distinctly shows that the natural hydrophobic response exists.
The ensuing question then is the origin of this froth. A possible
assumption is for an inherent frothing constituent in the heteroge-
neous sample. Exploring this, an inventory of organics present in
the sample will show that none of the thermoplastic constituents,
PVC, PE, PPE, PTFE, etc. (Table 1) are water soluble. Considering the
flame retardant additives in the resins, most congeners in this
broad class are reported as not water soluble (D’Silva, 2004). How-
ever, tetrabromobisphenol-A (TBBPA), which is a principal epoxy
resin used in PCBs, is reported to show low water solubility, thus
making the analysis more interesting. Froth stability tests using a
Betachem modified Bikerman test rig (Betachem, SA) with a pulp
of the sample (at same solid concentration as investigated) gave
dynamic froth stability height of 5 cm, while filtrate from the pulp
(of the same solid concentration) gave no stable froth to measure.
This basically shows that the observed frothing is strongly due to
something else, and not a soluble heteropolar organic compound.
This is further substantiated by the fact that the actual solubility
of the suspect compound (TBBPA) is 0.148 mg/l (Chemtura,
2005), a value about one-hundredth of typical surfactants dosages
(Crozier and Klimpel, 1989). Pendant drop surface tension mea-
surement of the pulp filtrate also gave averages around 72 dynes/
cm as for deionised water, and higher precision (such as capillary
rise) measurement was considered unnecessary.

Another possibility is that this froth results from fine particle
stabilization. In this connection, it may be necessary to first ad-
dress the frothing phenomena a bit broadly. Froth is formed on aer-
ating a solution or a suspension if trapping of air (or gas) bubbles
by the liquid film could be achieved. Froth is therefore a dispersed
system, and in essence unstable: it will want to break down spon-
taneously to lower overall surface and energy (Harris, 1982). Sta-
bility of the froth film is therefore the major issue in achieving a
tangible froth.

With surfactant solutions, overall surface tension is lower, so
also is the free energy difference accompanying surface reduction.
This reduces the spontaneity of breakdown, giving a metastable
two-phase froth. In pulps of surfactant solution (as in mineral pro-
cessing), it is recognized that the stability of the three-phase froth
is increased or decreased by solid particles in pulp, with particle
size, shape and degree of hydrophobicity as the interacting factors
(Klassen and Mokrousov, 1963; Harris, 1982; Feng and Aldrich,
1999; Pease et al., 2005). With particles of low hydrophobicity,
froth film stabilization occurs when a closed packed monolayer
of particles is formed in the froth film (Harris, 1982). In this case,
the particles which are attached to the interfaces cannot be forced
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board
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out of the film and the two interfaces are kept apart. Flocculation of
particles also prevent coalescence of bubbles in the froth (Harris,
1982), the film wall being sort of reinforced. The other extreme
which also obtains is stability of froth solely by fine particles in
surfactant free pulps. Molecular solutions of compounds such as
diacetone alcohol and ethyl acetal (compounds that do not alter
solutions surface tension) have been shown to produce adequate
froth with fine coal (hydrophobic) particles (Lekki and Laskowski,
1975). Three-phase froth has also been generated by aerating a
suspension of clean hydrophilic nanosized silica particles in dis-
tilled water (Bindal et al., 2002). It was submitted that the foami-
ness observed was directly proportional to particle concentration
and inversely proportional to particle size, and the self organiza-
tion of the colloidal particles in to layered structure between gas
bubbles provided a barrier against coalescence of bubbles, thereby
stabilizing the foam lamella (Bindal et al., 2002). All this is to sub-
mit that, in two-phase froth, lowering of surface tension is a prere-
quisite, while this is not compulsory to achieve a tangible three-
phase froth; fine particle stabilization will suffice. Hydrophilic
and hydrophobic particles have been observed to stabilize froth;
appropriate size is what matters.

From this standpoint, it is easy to see possibility of the observed
froth resulting from fine particles stabilization. The sample con-
tains about 65% passing 38 lm, with bulk of this from the brittle
glass fiber and thermoset (epoxy resin) constituents. Close packing
of particles in the froth lamella as well as flocculation of particles
(as suggested by thick bubble interstices seen in the froth) are
two major mechanisms that can be inferred for stabilization of
the froth. This view will partly explain the generally high mass
pulls also observed. At above 50% in most cases (Fig. 2), it follows
that the response is not due to the projected natural hydrophobic-
ity of some particles alone. Strands of copper particles from the
PCB traces could be found in the float fraction, while glass fibers
abound. A first rationale to this is entrainment enhanced by the
elongated morphology. Secondly, it will be recalled that in PCB
production, the fibers were impregnated with the resin until it sets
in place on the fiber. Strong adhesion between the reinforcement
and the matrix is a quality requirement in composites. Flotation
due to air bubble attachment to the resin impregnated pseudo
hydrophobic surface can therefore be another strong reason for
the glass fibers transport to the froth. With the high proportion
of these fibers in the sample, recovery to froth of other particles
by water as well as entrainment under the bulk upward mass
transfer became pronounced. The various kinetic regimes will be
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expected to promote this differently, and this can reflect in how
well the responses under each regime fit to the first order kinetics.

3.2. Kinetic response

Fig. 2 shows the cumulative mass pull with time under varying
kinetic regimes. The E11A condition shows that at the 32% solid
concentration, the proportion of froth-phase bound particles in
the cell appears too high such that mass pull did not stabilize with
time even after 30 min. Driving the rate higher with higher hydro-
dynamics will simply worsen entrainment and grossly compro-
mise selectivity. The high proportion of the glass fiber particles
and its tendency to increase viscosity will also aid these. Subse-
quent runs were therefore at the lower solid concentration. With
increasing combinations of the kinetic parameters, the mass pull
rate can be seen to increase until the mass recovery curves show
definite asymptotes at the experimental conditions of E21C, E22B
and E22C. As mentioned before (Section 2.2), it is notable that this
prevailing kinetics, which suffice to keep the particle in suspen-
sion, corresponds to impeller energy and aeration rate much lower
than what obtains in conventional minerals flotation; the sample
being of much lower aggregate density.

The extents of fit of the responses to Eq. (1) can be seen in Fig. 3.
All the conditions gave good correlation, indicating that the ob-
served response conforms to describable froth flotation phenom-
ena. It is notable that E21C and E22B gave competing
performance base on rate constant, correlation coefficient, and
cumulative mass pull (Figs. 2 and 3), and this can be an indication
of possible optimizing trends. However, the reverse enrichment of
the desired metallic values into the sinks will give clear basis for
assessing the performance of the scheme.

3.3. Sink enrichment: digested total metallic content

Fig. 4 summarizes sinks enrichment based on the fractional
digestion data. The general trend shows assay-recovery tradeoff,
typical of beneficiation operations. The low enrichments (assays)
indicated for E11A and E21A confirms the inadequate pulp density
and kinetics noted for these conditions. Highest recovery in E11A
merely indicates that the bulk of the feed (55% concentrate mass)
still remains in the sink; 100% recovery can as well be achieved
by carrying out no beneficiation. E22C gave indication of the best
assay as 43%, but with the worst compromise on recovery. E21C
and E22B with best performances based on kinetic assessment,
also appear to give the best combinations of assay and recovery,
with 42% and 38% assays and recoveries of 39% and 41%,
respectively.

As these responses are based on the natural hydrophobic re-
sponse, with no collector or frother, no treatment to alter hydro-
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Table 3
Feed assay of select elements.

Element Average assay (%) Relative std. dev. (%)

Ag 0.0662 19.99
Al 3.4864 0.81
Au 0.0202 5.68
Ca 7.0078 2.92
Cu 3.6783 2.63
Fe 2.7656 1.20
Mg 0.2001 1.88
Ni 0.2195 2.85
Pb 2.6007 1.19
Pd 0.0162 1.64
Pt 0.0002 100.8
Si 0.0280 12.79
Sn 3.6855 2.25
Ti 0.2748 2.38
V 0.0033 2.14
Zn 0.5975 3.77
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phobicity, the responses must be explained from the kinetic
parameters variation. From the flotation cell operation, higher
impeller speeds, at constant aeration, produce finer bubbles. Finer
bubbles imply higher bubble surface area, lower buoyancy and in-
creased residence time. Increased turbulent dissipation energy is
also a direct effect of higher impeller speed. These will increase
particle–bubble collision probability (Duan et al., 2003; Pyke
et al., 2003), which is precursor to attachment. Smaller bubbles
also improve fines recovery to float (Pease et al., 2005). To the ex-
treme, this condition (increasing turbulence) can also increase
entrainment at the expense of the reverse recovery. Hence, higher
mass pull (lower sink concentrate mass) was observed from
increasing impeller speeds, as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 4, compar-
ing E22A, E22B and E22C, or E21A, E21B and E21C. With this trend,
lower concentrate mass resulted in lower reverse recovery, imply-
ing target value loss to the high mass pull. Conversely, assay in-
creased with lower concentrate mass and lower reverse recovery
as more froth-phase particle could go up at the higher mass pull
leaving a smaller but richer sink.

The performance across the category can also be resolved on
this basis. Comparing E21C and E22B, the result reflects the inter-
play of superficial gas velocity and the superficial surface area rate
of bubbles on recovery and rate. The higher buoyancy of the larger
bubbles (at the lower speed) of E22B, and the larger flow rate re-
flects in the higher rate constant. But with lower residence time
of the much larger bubbles, particle–bubble collision probability
became lower after substantial mass is pulled, thus ending mass
pull around 12 min (Fig. 2). E21C, on the other hand, with half aer-
ation rate showed slower rate, but the higher residence time of the
finer bubbles (at higher impeller speed) is able to compensate for
half air flow rate and achieve overall higher mass pull over time
compared to E22B. This condition in E21C also allowed for a little
more mass pull even after 18 min. However, this extra pull turns
out a disadvantage based on the elemental analysis of sink enrich-
ment with time.

3.4. Sink enrichment: elemental analysis

Table 3 shows reconstituted feed assays of selected elements
from the float and sink fractions for all the runs, averaged with that
of direct feed sample: this is a total of 14 assays averaged for each
Please cite this article in press as: Ogunniyi, I.O., Vermaak, M.K.G., Inve
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element. Table 4 summarizes the recoveries and enrichment ratios
of specific elements for all the sinks, while separate plots of the
enrichment ratio (ER) versus reverse recovery in the sinks with
time for some selected elements under the different kinetics are
shown in Figs. 5–10. Enrichment ratio has been used to give uni-
form basis for comparison as the assays range from ppm to per-
centages for the different elements. Also, with the assay scale, a
response can lie above another even at t = 0 (that is, before any
enrichment), due to feed sample assay variations in such heteroge-
neous stock. Feed sample assays for gold, for instance, in this anal-
ysis range from 190 to 219 ppm, while Pd was 160–165 ppm.

First considering the response of gold, the best recovery of 79%
was obtained at the lowest ER of 1.72, under the conditions of
E12A, while the best ER of 3.65 was achieved with a recovery of
51%, under E22C experimental condition (Table 4). A combination
of 64% recovery and 3.05 ER which appears to be an optimum was
obtained under E22B condition. This is a better performance com-
pared to E21C which gave a recovery of 58% at almost the same ER
of 3.08. This is actual assay of 626 ppm at 58% recovery in E21C,
with equivalent of 622 ppm at 64% recovery for E22B. Trading off
such little enrichment for 6% higher recovery is a good economic
judgment with metals like gold. The picture is clear in Fig. 5 show-
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board



Table 4
Recoveries (Rec) and enrichment ratios (ER) for specific elements in the sinks.

Elements E21A E21B E21C E22A E22B E22C

Rec, % ER Rec, % ER Rec, % ER Rec, % ER Rec, % ER Rec, % ER

Ag 42 0.93 24 0.80 19 1.04 32 0.79 18 0.87 17 1.18
Al 46 0.99 22 0.74 16 0.83 39 0.96 18 0.88 12 0.88
Au 79 1.72 68 2.52 58 3.08 77 1.90 64 3.05 51 3.65
Ca 42 0.92 19 0.63 12 0.66 35 0.87 15 0.72 10 0.67
Cu 66 1.44 47 1.70 38 2.04 61 1.53 41 1.93 31 2.21
Fe 61 1.35 42 1.51 33 1.76 56 1.38 35 1.65 27 1.93
Mg 45 0.98 23 0.79 17 0.90 39 0.96 20 0.93 14 1.02
Ni 76 1.65 60 2.21 50 2.66 72 1.78 54 2.56 42 2.97
Pb 74 1.60 55 2.02 45 2.37 67 1.68 46 2.20 34 2.40
Pd 80 1.74 64 2.37 52 2.74 77 1.91 58 2.76 46 3.23
Si 37 0.82 27 0.93 30 1.57 45 1.11 31 1.47 32 2.23
Sn 70 1.53 51 1.84 40 2.12 64 1.58 42 1.98 30 2.09
Ti 81 1.77 72 2.70 66 3.52 79 1.96 67 3.21 61 4.31
Zn 73 1.58 56 2.05 47 2.50 68 1.70 51 2.44 43 3.05
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Fig. 5. Enrichment ratio vs. recovery for Au in sinks under varying kinetic regime.
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ing the E22B plot lying well ahead (higher recovery) that of E21C.
For palladium, E22B plot (Fig. 6) also lies clearly ahead and above
(higher enrichment) that of E21C showing glaring better perfor-
mance; the final assay and recovery being 456 ppm at 58% for
E22B. Ni and Zn are other elements for which E22B can be taken
as giving best performances (Table 4), with actual assays of
5562 ppm and 1.43%, respectively.

For Ti and Pb, a careful observation of the responses in Figs. 7
and 8 shows that E21C gave better performance over E22B. Before
18 min, E22B mass pull has stopped (Fig. 2), while E12C still con-
Please cite this article in press as: Ogunniyi, I.O., Vermaak, M.K.G., Inve
..., Miner. Eng. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.mineng.2008.10.007
tinued with little pull until the 30th minute of flotation. In this last
interval, a disproportionate drop in recovery versus ER in all the
E21C plots in Figs. 5–9 can be observed. Plots of Sn and Cu (not
shown) also show the same trend. Comparing the two operating
conditions at the end of 18 min, E21C gave better enrichment ra-
tios and better or almost equal recoveries compared with E22B.
It implies that E21C operating parameter need only run for
18 min, as for E22B, to result in better ER and recovery for these
elements.

The response for Fe (Fig. 9) also shows best performance under
E21C, though with high compromise on recovery dropping down to
37% at 18 min. With E22B and E22C condition, a worse perfor-
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board
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mance of negative enrichment could even be observed at some
stage in the pulp. This negative enrichment is more pronounced
with Ag, Mg, and Al (Table 4), showing that these elements prefer
the froth phase. Recoveries dropped below 20% at ER of 0.9 under
E21C for Mg, for instance. Ca is of special interest due to its signif-
icant proportion �7% in the feed (Table 3). Consistent reduction in
the sinks’ Ca assay (negative ER) over time for all the conditions
can be seen in Fig. 10, giving less than 15% residual recovery in
the sink for E21C. Platinum assays were too low – a few ppm –
for reliable analytical figures (see relative standard deviation of
Pt assay in Table 3).

Attempting to explain these responses, for metallic particles
that reports to the sink, this is as expected. Metallic particles will
have high surface energy, be hydrophilic (Gupta and Yan, 2006),
and therefore prefer the sink. Density advantage is also expected
here to enhance the separability between denser hydrophilic
metallic particles and lighter hydrophobic plastic particles. The
questions then will be why is recovery to sink not 100% for such
metals, and why do some metallic elements preferentially report
to the froth? It is necessary to appreciate that the elements are
contained in particles occurring as some end-use alloy or com-
pounds, these particles are present in very diverse shapes, and still
can be part of a composite particle. The degree of liberation of
99.45% estimated for the sample corresponds to more than
5000 ppm of unliberated particle. Assuming 100 of these are from
the approximately 200 ppm gold constituents. Then the response
of gold may no longer be expected to be total. Comminution of
ductile metallic materials generally gives particles with very ran-
dom shapes, including flattened pieces which will have tendency
Please cite this article in press as: Ogunniyi, I.O., Vermaak, M.K.G., Inve
..., Miner. Eng. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.mineng.2008.10.007
to float around in the pulp, particularly in this size range. Gold
flakes float for this reason in conventional minerals flotation (Allan
and Woodcock, 2001). The split of Cu to the float and sink stream is
another example that can be readily attributed to shape influence.
Copper particles from the PCB traces remain in elongated forms
that can be easily entrained. Hence, short strands of the PCB copper
trace were found in the float, as noted earlier (Section 3.1). On the
other hand, those from copper nuts, edges, etc, which could have
chipped into a more cubical particle, can resist the upward current
and sink better.

For metals preferring the froth phase, probable reasons can also
be the size and shape in which particles occur. For instance, Al, Ca,
and Mg from the oxides (Table 1) will occur as very fine particles
from comminution of the ceramics. The brittle ceramics would
have undergone more selective pulverization relative to the ductile
metallic alloys. The much finer particles can easily be entrained
with water at the prevailing kinetics for the relatively larger metal-
lic particles. It is expected that favorable kinetics will differ among
particles in the whole �75 lm size range (Pease et al., 2005). On
the other side, fine Al particles can also occur as flattened chip from
the ductile alloy. Chances are that the flat or foil chips, coupled
with low density of aluminum can be entrained under bulk upward
mass transfer of the glass fibers. The same shape factor can be ex-
pected to influence Mg, being even lighter than Al.

From the foregoing, it follows that the interacting mechanisms
that can be responsible for the responses observed include: the
projected natural hydrophobic response to float and hydrophilic
preference for the sink; presence of hydrophobic material on an
otherwise hydrophilic surface; particle morphology enhanced
entrainment; and fine particle entrained in water to froth. The ki-
netic regimes investigated were seen to promote these factors dif-
ferently as the responses vary with kinetic conditions. To one
extreme, recovery can be compromised, and to the other, enrich-
ment. The actual range of values for the kinetic parameters to give
the most favorable regime to optimize the performance will of
course vary to some extent between cells (O’Connor et al., 1987).
In the present observation, the favorable range is 400 rpm impeller
speed with 1000 ml/min aeration to 500 rpm with 500 ml/min aer-
ation. This gives a definite indication of the low (turbulence) en-
ergy requirement of this sample relative to conventional
minerals flotation. The analysis also shows that the interactions
of the various factors favor enrichments and recoveries of Au and
Pd to the sink. The response from these precious metals, which
are the economic drivers for PCB resource recovery, shows the
scheme can indeed be prescribed for PCB comminution fines ben-
eficiation. With the recovery values across the elements, it is nota-
ble that room for improvement should still exist on the
performance from this scheme. With about 65% passing 38 lm in
this sample and recognizing that the same kinetics regime can
not favor all the particles in the �75 lm range (Pease et al.,
2005), a narrower size distribution over separate kinetic regime
is probable for better performance.
4. Conclusions

A novel application of froth flotation for beneficiation of PCB CF
has been investigated. Response under natural hydrophobic condi-
tion was projected to differ among the assorted particles in the
sample, and this was exploited by a kind of reverse flotation. The
response was found to exist, and enrichment versus recovery to
the sink could be optimized with variation in the operating kinetic
regimes. Au and Pd, which are the major economic drivers of PCB
processing, were among the elements best enriched into the sink.
The results provide a basis to consider froth flotation as applicable
for PCB CF beneficiation, and the natural hydrophobic response
stigation of froth flotation for beneficiation of printed circuit board
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scheme effective in this connection. Performance improvement
looks feasible and more study on the response observed also
interesting.
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